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#happy
317,674,350 uses

Websta rating: 7th

What better way to reach out to your customers than with an image that makes them smile? Instagram is full of images of people smiling, family shots and pictures of the things that make them happiest. Happiness is an emotion everyone can relate to, so share a smile, they're infectious! 
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#beautiful

326,135,851 uses

Websta rating: 5th

Ever heard the phrase "beauty is in the 

eye of the beholder"? The hugely popular 

#beautiful on Instagram couldn't depict 

this better. Over 320 million images show 

the vast array of things that users see as 

'beautiful'. 

#tbt
335,945,678 uses

Websta rating: 4th

#tbt is the 4th most-used hashtag of all time. Every Thursday, users take to Instagram to share an image from their past. Although 'throwback Thursday' may not have originated on Instagram, it has definitely helped to popularise the trend all over the world.
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#love
918,417,844 uses

Websta rating: 1st

The most popular hashtag used on 

Instagram is the four-letter word #love! 

It's no longer a term reserved solely for 

romance - people quite literally love 

anything! From food to perfume to 

holiday destinations, this universal term 

has been used nearly 1 billion times!

#cute
322,854,829 uses

Websta rating: 6th

From fluffy puppies to adorable babies, 

it's never been more popular to share 

images of the things that melt our hearts. 

#cute has been used in 322 million 

Instagram posts, so you'll never be short 

of pictures that'll make you go 'aww'.
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Most popular hashtags
on Instagram
Keep up to date with the world of mobile photography as 
we explore 10 of the most popular hashtags on Instagram 

It’s never been easier for photographers to share their
images than it is today. The growth of mobile photography
over recent years has seen apps like Instagram storm the
social media world, with millions of users uploading their
photos every day, using hashtags to share their images
and help get their content seen.

With the help of Instagram analytics tool Websta we’ve
picked out 10 of the most popular Instagram hashtags of
all time to help you stay in the know and keep track of the
most common mobile photography trends.

Instagram and other social apps are great for sharing
your images and discovering the latest trends in mobile
imagery, but there is now a way to make money from
your mobile photography too with apps like Stockimo.

#me is another top 10 performer in Websta's top 
100 hashtags list, sitting in eighth place - that's four 
places above its partner in crime #selfie (which 
has still made over 260 million appearances).  

298,988,636 uses
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#me
Websta rating: 8th

There's a vast world out there, 
and it's never been easier than 
it is today to share the incredible 
sights nature has to offer. With 
so many people using #nature 
on their Instagram images, 
people across the world can 
embrace nature from the 
comfort of their sofa! 

173,631,372 uses
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#nature
Websta rating: 28th
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With an increasing number of 
online fashion bloggers, fashion 
photography is more popular 
than ever with the online 
community. #fashion has 
appeared on a staggering 293 
million images and the trend's 
popularity has seen additional 
hashtags like #ootd make their 
way onto the scene.

293,330,776 uses

#fashion
Websta rating: 10th
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The whole reason social media 
came about was to help people 
stay in touch... so it's no wonder 
#friends is so popular in mobile 
photography. Childhood 
friends, work mates, long lost 
friends… whatever type of 
friends people have, you'll find 
them on Instagram.

235,407,205 uses

#friends
Websta rating: 16th
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With millions of people using 
Instagram as a platform to 
display all the delicious and 
great-looking food they've 
eaten, it's no surprise that #food 
sits at number 26 on Websta's 
most-hashtagged list.

185,411,957 uses

Websta rating: 26th
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#food

Whether you’re an amateur or a professional, Alamy’s Stockimo 
photography app lets you upload and sell your mobile images  
online to hundreds of thousands of image buyers around the 
world. Take a look at our mobile collection on the website. 

stockimo.com

Connect with Alamy & Stockimo on Instagram: @alamyinstagram / @stockimo

https://websta.me/
https://www.stockimo.com/
https://www.instagram.com/alamyinstagram
https://www.instagram.com/stockimo
https://www.stockimo.com/



